
GAME RULES

CONTENTSCONTENTS
60 round playing cards60 round playing cards  
    each with a category side and a letter sideeach with a category side and a letter side  
  2 round overview cards2 round overview cards  (in 4 languages)(in 4 languages)

Is it getting late and all of the sleepyheads and shy among you have already left? Is it getting late and all of the sleepyheads and shy among you have already left? 
Perfect! Then it’s finally time to set the word game “Categories” aside and treat yourself Perfect! Then it’s finally time to set the word game “Categories” aside and treat yourself 

to the to the late-night versionlate-night version. The rules are so simple that even the tipsiest among you . The rules are so simple that even the tipsiest among you 
can and should join in. can and should join in. Have fun!Have fun!

SETUPSETUP
Shuffle the cards, then place them in a pile at Shuffle the cards, then place them in a pile at 
the center of the table with the side showing the center of the table with the side showing 
the category turned face up. Place the over-the category turned face up. Place the over-
view card next to the pile so that everyone view card next to the pile so that everyone 
can see it. Now you’re ready to get started!can see it. Now you’re ready to get started!

HOW TO PLAYHOW TO PLAY
FLIP FLIP   
Someone turns over the top card Someone turns over the top card (so “flips” it (so “flips” it 
over)over) and immediately places it next to the pile  and immediately places it next to the pile 
with the letter side facing up. It’s important with the letter side facing up. It’s important 
for all of the players to see the card that was for all of the players to see the card that was 
turned over at the same time. The new top turned over at the same time. The new top 
card in the pile determines the category. The card in the pile determines the category. The 
word must start with the letter on the flipped word must start with the letter on the flipped 
card in the same color as the category.card in the same color as the category.

SPIT SPIT 
You should all attempt to shout out a suitable You should all attempt to shout out a suitable 
word as quickly as possible.  word as quickly as possible.  
In technical jargon, this is known  In technical jargon, this is known  
as spitting—as in to rapidly  as spitting—as in to rapidly  
spit out a word.spit out a word. Lies!!Lies!!
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CATEGORY

Porn movie 
titleReason for 

separation

Alcoholic 
beverages

Hot VIP

Noun ending 
with this letterFictional 

character

Smaller than 
this card

City Country

Disgusting 
things



END OF THE GAMEEND OF THE GAME
The game ends when there is only one card The game ends when there is only one card 
left on the table. Give this to the player with left on the table. Give this to the player with 
the fewest cards. Whoever then has the the fewest cards. Whoever then has the 
most cards wins.most cards wins.

BEWARE  BEWARE  
Only the first word you shout out will be Only the first word you shout out will be 
considered, regardless of whether it is right considered, regardless of whether it is right 
or wrong!or wrong!

RIGHT  RIGHT  
A word is right if it fits with the category and A word is right if it fits with the category and 
begins with the letter in the same color begins with the letter in the same color (see (see 
the example in the section on spitting, then it should the example in the section on spitting, then it should 
even be clear to the tipsiest among you)even be clear to the tipsiest among you). The word . The word 
cannotcannot have been mentioned in a previous  have been mentioned in a previous 
round either. The first person to shout out a round either. The first person to shout out a 
suitable word wins the card turned face up suitable word wins the card turned face up 
and places it in front of them.and places it in front of them.

WRONG WRONG 
If someone shouts out a word that is wrong If someone shouts out a word that is wrong 
or was already mentioned in a previous or was already mentioned in a previous 
round, then this person must round, then this person must give upgive up one  one 
of the cards that they’ve already won and of the cards that they’ve already won and 
return it to the return it to the bottom of the pilebottom of the pile together  together 
with the card turned face up. If they do not with the card turned face up. If they do not 
have any cards yet, only the card turned face have any cards yet, only the card turned face 
up is returned to the pile.up is returned to the pile.

The person who was first to shout out a word The person who was first to shout out a word 
— whether it was right or wrong — turns over — whether it was right or wrong — turns over 
the next card ...the next card ...

If no one finds a matching word, the card is If no one finds a matching word, the card is 
placed underneath the pile.placed underneath the pile.

You can question a word that is  
called out, but only do so if you  
really have doubts! How you proceed 
then depends on the category   
(see the Categories section).
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Do you like Do you like the late-night version word the late-night version word 
game?game? Then why not get the basic version: Then why not get the basic version:

STADT LAND FLIPSTADT LAND FLIP



COUNTRYCOUNTRY  
Should be clear!Should be clear!

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGESALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES  
In addition to overarching categories In addition to overarching categories 
like beer and cocktails like Sex on like beer and cocktails like Sex on 
the Beach, brands such as Duff Beer the Beach, brands such as Duff Beer 
are also acceptable.are also acceptable.

FICTIONAL CHARACTERFICTIONAL CHARACTER  
Characters from mythology, litera-Characters from mythology, litera-
ture, entertainment, television, etc. ture, entertainment, television, etc. 

NOUN ENDING WITH THIS LETTERNOUN ENDING WITH THIS LETTER  
A rethink is in order—think of a noun A rethink is in order—think of a noun 
ending with this letter ending with this letter (“soil” for “L”, for (“soil” for “L”, for 
example)example)..

SMALLER THAN THIS CARDSMALLER THAN THIS CARD  
Things that are usually smaller than Things that are usually smaller than 
this card. So “car” would be WRONG, this card. So “car” would be WRONG, 
even if toy cars smaller than this card even if toy cars smaller than this card 
do exist.do exist.

DISGUSTING THINGSDISGUSTING THINGS  
Should be clear!Should be clear!

HOT VIP HOT VIP   
Real-life celebrities you  Real-life celebrities you  
wouldn’t say no to.wouldn’t say no to.

PORN MOVIE TITLEPORN MOVIE TITLE  
Make up your own porn movie title.  Make up your own porn movie title.  
Let your imagination run wild.Let your imagination run wild.

REASON FOR SEPARATIONREASON FOR SEPARATION  
Should be clear!Should be clear!

CITY  CITY  
Should be clear!Should be clear!

The above four categories are a little 
more creative. That doesn’t mean you 
can just shout anything out though. If  
a player questions a word that is shouted 
out, the defendant must provide a  
(very short) defense justifying their 
choice of words. The players then decide 
together whether to accept it — albeit as 
the most corrupt jury ever.
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The above six categories are based on 
facts. So just come  
to agreement like adults do — real 
adults, that is!PR
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E  
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